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Led street lighting: safety, sustainability,
proﬁtability, beauty
The measure of civilization of a society can take any of the habits or aspirations of the people. If the
city does not have separate bins for each type of waste to civilization here is still far. If streets are not
lit it is a sign of a cave century if authorities do not hurry creaky old lights to change to led street
lighting output the same stalemate continues. Without waiting for the municipality to decide on
changes, you can build a developed a mini-civilization in their area to purchase led luminaires for
outdoor lighting standard mesh or duraﬂex for decorative lighting and feel in your garden comfortably
cozy and safe even in the dark. The contents Late evening or night when they moonless dark and
surly has always been associated with something scary and unpleasant night begin to wield thieves
and hooligans in the night every shadow takes on the shape of the evil forces in the dark can be
injured by stepping on a sharp hidden bough or got kicked in the ditch. For ease of movement on the
ground in the dark time of the day people need high-quality artiﬁcial light. The level of light helps to
navigate in space and to perceive the surrounding objects, increases security and gives the
accommodation in the village a certain degree of comfort. Shrugging, not understanding the
diﬀerence between traditional street lighting and the latest led continue, except that hardened
conservatives or those who are and conventional lamp for a hundred years not seen on the outside
and modern and didn't hear anything. For such individuals I hasten to inform you that pedantic
Germans positivity accustomed to all the details especially relating to the beneﬁts and security began
replacement of sodium lights with led in 2012, is already fully whole country by connecting to the
process and Austria switched to the newest type of lighting. Now the inhabitants of these countries
oﬀer not just a quality system osveshenie and cost-eﬀective long lasting environmentally friendly
source of light. At the time, environmentalists from Germany by traditional calculations and studies
came to the conclusion that if you leave the street lighting at the same level at which it was until
2010 that the atmosphere will be thrown not less than 320 thousand tons of carbon dioxide and it is
only through the eﬀorts of the traditional lights. First in line for replacement were the most dangerous
mercury lamp against which had long ago protested European environmentalists. A wave of high-tech
lighting gradually reached the post-Soviet space is now taking the decision to resume street lighting
lost in the heat of the 90s
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